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that could ultimately extract a multi-trillion dollar toll from
American consumers.6 And the majority’s attitude toward
those who question its policy choice, Justice Kagan reports,
is, “Too darn bad.”7

The Supreme Court’s predominant role in setting nation-
al arbitration policy is hardly new. Critics argue that the
Court has routinely disregarded the FAA’s text and purpose
to construe the statute in ways Congress never imagined.
Justice O’Connor once observed that “the Court has aban-
doned all pretense of ascertaining congressional intent with
respect to the Federal Arbitration Act.”8 A seminal article by
Professor Margaret Moses concluded that the Court has
“entirely rewrit[ten] the statute and create[d] an edifice of its
own design,” arguing that even the central premise of the
Court’s decisions—the strong “‘federal policy favoring arbi-
tration’”—was “created by the judiciary out of whole cloth.”9

Dissenting Justices have referred to some of the Court’s
FAA rulings as “statutory mutilation,” an “exercise in judicial
revisionism,” and a “mistake” in need of “correction.”10

Often quoting from the FAA’s “unambiguous” legislative
history,11 dissenters have concluded that Congress: (1) meant
to enact a procedural statute applicable only in federal court,
not one creating a substantive federal right to arbitrate that
preempts state law; (2) enacted the FAA solely to authorize
federal courts to enforce arbitration contracts between mer-
chants of relatively equal bargaining power; (3) expressly dis-
claimed any intention to permit employers to compel arbi-
tration against employees; and (4) evidenced no intent to
apply the FAA to federal statutory claims and other complex
legal or factual matters.12

Some critics contend that the Supreme Court has over-
stepped its constitutional role13 and legislated from the bench
to redesign the FAA to its own liking, transforming it in
many respects into the opposite of the statute Congress actu-
ally enacted.14 From this perspective, Amex further supplants
Congress’s intent by enforcing adhesion arbitration clauses
that deny plaintiffs access to justice altogether.
The real-world impact and potential implications of Amex

on the daily lives of American consumers hit home recently

THE SUPREME COURT’S BRUSQUE
5-4 opinion in American Express Co. v. Italian
Colors Restaurant (Amex)1 was a game changer
for consumer class actions seeking to enforce
the nation’s antitrust laws.

In Amex, the Court’s conservative majority expanded
upon its recent spate of pro-arbitration/anti-class action rul-
ings by holding that the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) com-
pels enforcement of adhesion arbitration clauses even if arbi-
tration is cost-prohibitive for an individual plaintiff and the
arbitration clause, therefore, functions as a de facto exculpa-
tory provision immunizing a defendant from civil antitrust
liability. The Court also held that the FAA deprives plaintiffs
with “low-value” claims—meaning those who cannot arbi-
trate in a cost-effective way—of any remedy or genuine access
to justice altogether “if that is the consequence of a class-
action waiver.”2

Justice Kagan stated in dissent that the five-member
majority had subordinated the Sherman and Clayton Acts to
the FAA (or, rather, to its interpretation of the FAA) even
though it knew its decision would enable a “monopolist . . .
to use its monopoly power to insist on a contract effectively
depriving its victims of all legal recourse.”3 In its zeal to
“diminish[] the usefulness of Rule 23” and “dismantle[]”
the class action device,4 the majority established a federal
policy that encourages large corporations not only to impose
compulsory arbitration on consumers and small businesses,
but to make arbitration as cost-prohibitive for them as pos-
sible.5

The predictable effect of the Supreme Court’s policy
choice, according to the dissent, will be to reduce both
antitrust enforcement and arbitration. Many believe it will
also foster a concomitant increase in antitrust violations,
complex commercial frauds and other corporate wrongdoing
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when the New York Times reported that General Mills, the
maker of staples like Cheerios and Betty Crocker cake mixes,
had added legal terms to its website privacy policy that bound
consumers to arbitration clauses every time they bought a
General Mills product, downloaded coupons, or otherwise
interacted with the company on the Internet. Although
General Mills quickly retracted its new terms, other corpo-
rations have employed similar policies with little or no fan-
fare, and without retraction.15 Undoubtedly emboldened by
Amex’s far reaching rationale condoning the use of adhesion
arbitration provisions against consumers, these companies
appear to presume that litigants opposing the Supreme
Court’s trend towards upholding class-action waivers in arbi-
tration clauses have no arrows left in their quiver post-Amex.
But the battle to restore Congress’s intent under the FAA

through litigation may not be over. As I will argue here,
Amex may be vulnerable to a constitutional attack. “Where
a specific statute . . . conflicts with a general constitutional
provision, the latter governs.”16 The Court has made clear in
non-FAA cases that a citizen’s right to access government
courts is a fundamental First Amendment right under the
Petition Clause.17 As shown below, a strong argument can be
made that interpreting the FAA to require enforcement of
adhesion arbitration clauses violates that fundamental right.18

The Right to Petition Government Courts
Since our nation’s birth, jurists have “viewed the right of
access to court as fundamental” to our democracy.19 The
Supreme Court has firmly held that “the right of access to the
courts” is an “aspect of the right of petition” enshrined in the
First Amendment.20 The Court has recognized the “right to
petition as one of ‘the most precious of the liberties safe-
guarded by the Bill of Rights,’”21 and has observed that the
“right to sue and defend in the courts” is “the right conser-
vative of all other rights, and lies at the foundation of order-
ly government.”22 Consequently, the government cannot
enjoin or prevent the filing of lawsuits—and thereby “deprive
[plaintiffs] of a remedy”—absent an explicit congressional
command and attendant compelling justification.23

The Petition Clause requires litigants to have access to gov-
ernment tribunals. In a 2011 opinion joined by seven Justices,
the Supreme Court acknowledged that “the Petition Clause
protects the rights of individuals to appeal to courts and
other forums established by the government for resolution of
legal disputes.”24

History supports that conclusion. English and American
colonial precursors to our right of petition included the
right to petition courts. The progression of drafts of the
Petition Clause leaves little doubt that the framers of the Bill
of Rights intended to perpetuate that right. The clause
evolved from petitioning only the “Legislature” to petition-
ing the entire “Government,” including the Article III
courts. The Consti tution uses the word “Government” to
refer to all three branches collectively.25 The fact that appli-
cants to the Supreme Court are called “Petitioners,” there-

fore, is no historical accident.26 The Constitution, of course,
does not include private arbitrators within the three branch-
es of government.
Petitions serve as a check on government power and enable

citizens to “communicate their will” to judges, who, “like the
other branches of government, make and apply laws in ways
that impact the everyday lives of American citizens.”27 Absent
access to the courts, “the right to petition would have little
significance in the constitutional scheme of things” because
“[a]ccess to the courts is often the only method by which a
person or a group of citizens may seek vindication of feder-
al and state rights and ensure accountability in the affairs of
government.”28

The ability to sue in court advances several “first amend-
ment interests involved in private litigation,” including the
“public airing of disputed facts,”29 enabling groups of citizens
to “use . . . courts to advocate their causes and points of view
respecting resolution of their business and economic inter-
ests” and to otherwise “raise matters of public concern . . .
[that] promote the evolution of the law.”30

Compulsory arbitration before private arbitrators does
not serve these First Amendment interests. Arbitrations are
usually confidential, providing no public forum for airing dis-
putes or advancing legal causes. Arbitral decisions are not
reviewable by courts on the merits and have no precedential
effect, so they do not develop the law.31

To interpret the FAA as a statute that forces citizens into
private arbitration without their consent, as the Supreme
Court has done, it can be argued, undermines the purposes
of the Petition Clause and abridges the First Amendment.
The Supreme Court has never addressed the First Amend -
ment implications of its FAA rulings in its opinions, nor has
any other court. But the decision of the majority in Amex
may lead putative class plaintiffs and the Court to tackle this
important issue.

The Constitutional Inquiry
Because the right of petition is a fundamental right, the
Supreme Court “will not lightly impute to Congress an intent
to invade . . . the right of access to the courts”32 and will “give
the benefit of any doubt to protecting rather than stifling” the
right of petition.33 Thus, the FAA’s potential unconstitu-
tionality must be judged under the constitutional avoidance
doctrine, which requires that, if a statute that might limit a
constitutional right is “reasonably susceptible of two inter-
pretations,” it is the Court’s “plain duty to adopt that con-
struction which will save the statute from constitutional infir-
mity.”34 This “cardinal principle” “has so long been applied”
by the Court “that it is beyond debate.”35

Under the Court’s constitutional avoidance jurisprudence,
if an interpretation of a statute “would raise serious consti-
tutional problems, the Court will construe the statute to
avoid such problems unless such construction is plainly con-
trary to the intent of Congress.”36 The Court assesses “every
reasonable construction” of the statutory text, and adopts a
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constitutional construction “unless there is the clearest indi-
cation” in the text or legislative history that Congress intend-
ed the unconstitutional interpretation.37

Several decisions that articulate this analytical framework
provide important guidance on how it should apply to inter-
preting the FAA to avoid infringement of constitutional
rights under the Petition Clause. 
Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Florida Gulf Coast Building

& Construction Corp. addressed whether the NLRB had inter-
preted the NLRA in a way that infringed a union’s freedom
of speech. While the NLRB’s reading was a permissible one,
the Court held that the statute “need not be read” that way
because Congress had not revealed a “clear intent” to abridge
unions’ free speech rights.38 Because a reading consistent
with the First Amendment was “not foreclosed ” by the statute
or legislative history, the Court adopted a construction that
avoided “the serious constitutional questions” raised by the
NLRB’s interpretation.39

In BE & K Construction Co. v. NLRB, which addressed the
Petition Clause itself, the Court refused to read the NLRA in
a manner that impinged upon an employer’s ability to gain
access to the courts. While the statute “might be read” to pre-
vent employers from filing retaliatory lawsuits against strik-
ing workers, the Court rejected that interpretation because
nothing in the statute indicated it “must be read” that way.40

In language equally pertinent to the FAA, the Court stated
that “any concerns related to the right to petition must be
greater when enjoining . . . litigation than when penalizing
completed litigation” because “the First Amendment histor-
ically provides greater protections from prior restraints than
after-the-fact penalties . . . and enjoining a lawsuit could be
characterized as a prior restraint.”41

These cases provide a strong basis for arguing that the
FAA cannot be construed as directing federal courts to
enforce adhesion arbitration contracts that deprive citizens of
their right to petition courts unless the 1925 Congress clear-
ly intended that result. To find the requisite clear intent,
every reasonable construction that would preserve the right
to petition the courts must be foreclosed by the FAA’s text or
legislative history. 
FAA’s Text. The FAA’s operative language appears in

Section 2, which provides: 
A written provision in any maritime transaction or a contract
evidencing a transaction involving commerce to settle by
arbitration a controversy thereafter arising out of such con-
tract . . . shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save
upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revo-
cation of any contract.42

Three canons of construction are relevant to the textual
analysis of this provision. First, terms that are not defined in
the statute are typically construed in accordance with the
ordinary meaning of those words at the time Congress enact-
ed the statute.43 Second, statutes are typically construed in
light of the enacting Congress’s understanding of existing law
governing the subject.44 Third, words cannot be viewed in

isolation and must be considered in context with “the provi-
sions of the whole law, and to its object and policy.”45 Just as
the context, purpose, and policy of the antitrust laws led the
Court to conclude that the words “[e]very contract” to
restrain trade in Section 1 of the Sherman Act do not liter-
ally mean “every” contract, but rather only those that unrea-
sonably restrain trade,46 the words “any contract” in the FAA
can be construed to mean “any non-adhesion contract” if
Congress’s overall statutory scheme so warrants.
Under these canons, the FAA, like the NLRA, “need not

be read so broadly”47 as to authorize a nonconsensual prior
restraint against the filing of lawsuits. Reading the FAA to
exclude adhesion arbitration contracts is reasonable based
on the words Congress used. The phrase “any contract” in
Section 2 of the FAA must be considered together with the
two qualifying phrases in the sentence: “evidencing a trans-
action involving commerce” and “to settle by arbitration.” In
1925, the ordinary meaning of to “evidence” was “to prove,”
to “make evident” or “plain.”48 A “transaction” meant “the
doing or performing of any business.”49 Pertinent defini-
tions of “involve” included “entangle; surround; embroil;
result as a logical consequence.”50

In 1925—the year Calvin Coolidge took office—“com-
merce” was defined as the “interchange of merchandise on a
large scale between nations or individuals,”51 which coincid-
ed with the then state of the law limiting the Commerce
Clause’s reach to interstate and foreign business transac-
tions.52 Thus, in 1925, a “contract evidencing a transaction
involving commerce” literally meant a “contract plainly doing
business surrounding the interchange of merchandise on a
large scale”—in other words, a “contract among large-scale
merchants.” 
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As to a “contract . . . to settle by arbitration,” the pertinent
1925 definitions of “to settle” were to “cease agitation” and to
“adjust differences or accounts.”53 “Arbitration” meant “the
settlement of a dispute by an umpire,”54 an “umpire” being “a
third party to whom a dispute is referred for settlement.”55

Hence, the ordinary meaning of the FAA’s operative lan-
guage reasonably is that it only requires courts to enforce “a
contract among large-scale merchants to have their differ-
ences or disputed accounts adjusted by a disinterested third
party.” Congress’s apparent focus on “large-scale merchants”
suggests that Congress meant to cover only arbitration agree-
ments between businesspeople of relatively equal bargaining
power and to enforce only purely voluntary agreements, not
compulsory adhesion agreements. That is certainly a reason-
able interpretation, even if it is not the only one. Given the
reasonableness of this interpretation, it is difficult to argue,
under DeBartolo and BE & K, that the plain 1925 meaning
of the FAA’s operative language evidences a clear intent by
Congress to permit powerful firms to deprive smaller firms
or consumers of their First Amendment right to petition a
government court. 
Structural evidence within the FAA supports that conclu-

sion. Congress was careful not to impinge on another con-
stitutional right when it expressly preserved, in Section 4, the
jury trial right for parties who put “the making of the arbi-
tration agreement or the failure, neglect, or refusal to perform
the same” in issue.56 It would be anomalous to presume that
Congress preserved citizens’ jury rights in the FAA but
intended in the same statute to require federal courts to
enforce adhesion contracts that deprived those citizens of
both the jury trial right and their constitutional right to sue
in court altogether.
Because the interpretation that the FAA does not apply to

adhesion contracts is not “foreclosed” by the statutory text,57

the avoidance doctrine requires that courts review the FAA’s
legislative history for evidence of Congress’s requisite clear
intent to include adhesion contracts within its statutory
scope. 
FAA’s Legislative History. The bill that became the

FAA was initially the subject of a hearing on January 31,
1923, before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the

Judiciary.58 The bill’s drafters and proponents (who were
businessmen, trade association members, and lawyers, not
members of Congress) repeatedly emphasized that its purpose
was to “enable business men to settle their disputes expedi-
tiously and economically” by enforcing “voluntarily entered”
arbitration contracts.59 Despite that emphasis, Section 2 of
the original bill differed from its final text in that it would
have enforced “a written provision in any contract or mar-
itime transaction or transaction involving commerce to set-
tle by arbitration . . . .”60 That language arguably would have
made enforceable any arbitration contract presented in fed-
eral court.61

Senator Thomas J. Walsh of Montana objected to the bill
as initially written because it would include adhesion con-
tracts. Walsh, a former plaintiff’s lawyer, was a powerful
Democratic senator who had led the Teapot Dome scandal
investigation and later chaired both the 1924 and 1932
Democratic National Conventions.62 Senator Walsh had the
following exchange with W.H.H. Piatt, a bill proponent:

Mr. PIATT: . . . [The bill] is purely an act to give the mer-
chants the right or privilege of sitting down and agreeing
with each other as to what their damages are, if they want to
do it. Now, that is all there is in this.

Senator WALSH of Montana: This has occurred to me. I see
no reason at all . . . why, when two men voluntarily agree to
[s]ubmit their controversy to arbitration, they should not be
compelled to have it decided that way.

Mr. PIATT: Yes, sir.

Senator WALSH of Montana: The trouble about the matter
is that a great many of these contracts that are entered into
are really not voluntary things at all. Take an insurance pol-
icy; there is a blank in it. You can take that or you can leave
it. . . . Either you can make that contract or you can not make
any contract. It is the same with a good many contracts of
employment. A man says “These are our terms. All right, take
it or leave it.” Well, there is nothing for the man to do except
to sign it; and then he surrenders his right to have his case
tried by the court, and has to have it tried before a tribunal
in which he has no confidence at all.

Mr. PIATT: That would be the case in that kind of a case, I
think; but it is not the intention of this bill to cover insur-
ance cases.63

Senator Walsh then raised other examples of adhesion
contracts, which prompted a further exchange:

Mr. PIATT: . . . I would say I would not favor any kind of
legislation that would permit the forcing of a man to sign
that kind of contract . . . . 

Senator WALSH of Montana: You can see where they are not
really voluntary contracts, in a strict sense.

Mr. PIATT: I think that ought to be protested against,
because it is the primary end of this contract that it is a con-
tract between merchants one with another, buying and sell-
ing goods . . . .64

Senator Walsh pointed out that railroads often insisted on
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putting “restrictions and conditions” in their contract so that
the shipper, as a practical matter, “is really obliged to take the
contract as it is put up to him. He has got to sign his name
there, with all the chances there are to it.”65 Walsh stated that
his concern was akin to why many states barred firms from
contractually shortening statutes of limitations: “because the
tendency is to put terms in that will give him no real opportu-
nity to prosecute his action.”66

Senator Thomas Sterling of South Dakota, who chaired
the subcommittee, asked Piatt if an amendment could
address the problem. Senator Walsh likewise asked Piatt to
“think of some way by which that objection could be obvi-
ated.”67 Senator Walsh concluded by stating that “I really
believe that in the class of cases that [another bill propo-
nent] has in mind” (i.e., voluntary contracts between mer-
chants), the bill “would be a very useful thing, and I would
be disposed to favor it; but I can see that difficulty.”68 Piatt
said he could “see it, too,” and pledged to “take this angle up
at once” with other bill proponents.69

The bill was reconsidered at a joint hearing on January 9,
1924, before subcommittees of the House and Senate Com -
mittees on the Judiciary.70 The bill’s supporters again empha-
sized that the bill’s purpose was to enforce arbitration agree-
ments among merchants and trade association members
engaged in interstate commerce71 that were entered into
“solemnly” and “voluntarily.”72

Senator Walsh was unable to attend the joint hearing,73

but adhesion contracts came up after Senator Sterling, who
again chaired the hearing, asked bill proponent Julius Cohen,
a lawyer, why courts had refused to specifically enforce arbi-
tration agreements. Cohen said that “the real fundamental”
reason was that arbitration clauses often appeared in adhesion
contracts, or, in Cohen’s words, because “the stronger men
would take advantage of the weaker” when contracting.74

Senator Sterling then revisited the question concerning
take-it-or-leave-it contracts between railroads and shippers.
Cohen suggested that “the bills of lading act” protected ship-
pers and that “people are protected to-day as never before.”75

However anecdotal Cohen’s evidence on the point may
have been, his exchange with Senator Sterling reveals that, to
Congress’s understanding, the “judicial hostility” to arbitra-
tion to which the Supreme Court often refers76 arose largely
from the courts’ disdain for adhesion arbitration clauses.
Both Senator Sterling and Senator Walsh shared that disdain.
Consequently, it seems, Congress codified the judicial hostil-
ity to adhesion arbitration contracts by excluding them from
the FAA’s scope. 
This point appears plain from what happened next. At 

the time of the Joint Hearing, the bill still included the 
broad “any contract or maritime transaction” language. Five
months later, in May 1924, the Senate amended its version
of the bill by striking the words “any contract” and finaliz-
ing Section 2 into its present form referring to “a contract evi-
dencing a transaction involving commerce.”77 Identical
changes were later made to the House version.78 These

changes “were made at the behest of Senator . . . Walsh.”79

Walsh’s amendment restricted the scope of the FAA, trans-
forming it from a statute applying to “all contracts” brought
before federal courts (which could have included adhesion
contracts) to one that applied only to contracts involving
interstate commerce as then understood (which would
involve only large merchants of equal bargaining power and
not adhesion contracts). “It is simply not plausible,” one
scholar has noted, that Senator Walsh’s amendment “would
have been intended to expand the reach of the FAA” rather
than limit it, given his concern about adhesion contracts.80

Congress’s intent to exclude adhesion agreements is
reflected in the Senate Report that Senator Sterling submit-
ted on the bill, which emphasized “the great value of volun-
tary arbitrations” and the “practical justice” of enforcing
arbitration agreements that “have been voluntarily and
solemnly entered into.”81 A written agreement “voluntarily
and solemnly” entered into—in 1925—necessarily involved
a serious and formal exercise “of choice or free will.”82

The chair of the House Judiciary Committee confirmed
Congress’s intent on the House floor, stating: “This bill sim-
ply provides for one thing, and that is to give an opportuni-
ty to enforce an agreement in commercial contracts and
admiralty contracts—an agreement to arbitrate, when vol-
untarily placed in the document by the parties to it.”83

The legislative history thus shows that Congress very
deliberately enacted a statute that required judicial enforce-
ment of only limited types of arbitration contracts: those
voluntarily signed by merchants engaged in interstate and for-
eign commerce. It does not reflect a “clear intent” by Con -
gress to compel judicial enforcement of compulsory arbitra-
tion clauses that deprive citizens of their First Amendment
right of access to a government tribunal. Accordingly, under
the avoidance doctrine, the FAA should not be interpreted to
apply to adhesion arbitration agreements.

The Court’s FAA Decisions 
Although the Supreme Court has applied the FAA to adhe-
sion contracts, its decisions have focused only on statutory
construction of the FAA under the federal law of arbitration
and not on the constitutional implications of its rulings.
Those decisions, moreover, have employed “dynamic” statu-
tory interpretation, in effect construing the FAA’s text based
on what it means today rather than what it meant in 1925.84

For example, in AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, the
Court applied the statute to adhesion consumer contracts
because “the times in which consumer contracts were any-
thing other than adhesive are long past.”85 In Circuit City
Stores, Inc. v. Adams, the Court applied the contemporary
legal understanding of the Commerce Clause rather than its
far narrower 1925 meaning.86 Yet, the Court has little leeway
to employ dynamic statutory interpretations under the
avoidance doctrine if those interpretations are potentially
unconstitutional. 
In the context of a First Amendment challenge, the
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Court’s rulings under the federal law of arbitrability would
lack precedential weight if they violate the Petition Clause,
and its construction of the FAA can be ignored if a reason-
able and constitutional alternative construction exists.87 Such
an alternative does exist, and that construction—that the
FAA does not apply to adhesion contracts—has the added
benefit of being the construction the 1925 Congress appears
to have actually intended. 

Conclusion
The Supreme Court’s interpretation of the FAA in Amex
enforcing an adhesion arbitration clause would deprive small
merchants and consumers of their fundamental First Amend -
ment right to access justice in government courts. Even if the
Court’s interpretation is a reasonable one, it raises a serious
constitutional question under the Petition Clause. A consti-
tutional challenge against Amex would implicate the consti-
tutional avoidance doctrine, requiring courts to revisit the
FAA’s text and legislative history to determine whether the
1925 Congress clearly intended to infringe the Petition
Clause when enacting the FAA. 
The Supreme Court has never considered the First

Amend ment implications of its recent FAA rulings, so federal
and state courts are free to test the constitutionality of 
Amex with open minds. If they do, they could construe the
FAA to apply only to genuinely voluntary arbitration agree-
ments among merchants and trade association members, as
Congress seems to have intended, in order to avoid an uncon-
stitutional infringement of the Petition Clause of the First
Amendment.�
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